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Cross talk in the Lambert-Beer calculation
for near-infrared wavelengths estimated
by Monte Carlo simulations
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Abstract. Using the modified Lambert-Beer law to analyze attenua-
tion changes measured noninvasively during functional activation of
the brain might result in an insufficient separation of chromophore
changes (‘‘cross talk’’) due to the wavelength dependence of the par-
tial pathlength of photons in the activated volume of the head. The
partial pathlength was estimated by performing Monte Carlo simula-
tions on layered head models. When assuming cortical activation
(e.g., in the depth of 8–12 mm), we determine negligible cross talk
when considering changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemo-
globin. But additionally taking changes in the redox state of
cytochrome-c-oxidase into account, this analysis results in significant
artifacts. An analysis developed for changes in mean time of flight—
instead of changes in attenuation—reduces the cross talk for the layers
of cortical activation. These results were validated for different oxygen
saturations, wavelength combinations and scattering coefficients. For
the analysis of changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin
only, low cross talk was also found when the activated volume was
assumed to be a 4-mm-diam sphere. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1427048]
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1 Introduction
Changes in the optical properties of biological tissues can b
determined with near-infrared spectroscopy~NIRS! operating
in the wavelength range from 650 to 950 nm. NIR light can
penetrate the adult skull and thus can be used to noninvasive
examine functional activity of the brain.1 Since it is currently
impossible to compare concentration changes determine
noninvasively with real changes occurring during functional
activation of the brain, theoretical models have to be used t
estimate possible errors in the determination of chromophor
changes.

For a given spatial inhomogeneous absorption change, th
magnitude of the concentration changes using the modifie
Lambert-Beer law~MLBL ! is underestimated, because the ac-
tivated volume is smaller than the sampling volume.2 This is
generally referred to as partial volume effect. Matters are fur
ther complicated by the wavelength dependence of the optica
tissue properties resulting in a wavelength dependence of th
partial volume effect, which leads to a cross talk between the
chromophores.

If multiple chromophores are to be determined, a change in
one of the chromophores may mimic a change in anothe
chromophore. This issue is of supreme importance when in
cluding chromophores with greatly different concentration
changes in the sampled tissue, as in the case of cytochrom
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c-oxidase, whose concentration changes is at least an ord
magnitude smaller than that of the hemoglobins. To addr
the above issues, the present paper proceeds from a

1. Monte Carlo~MC! simulation on a layered structure t
calculate the photon pathlength in each layer. Spe
considerations were made to mimic the optical prop
ties of the adult human head.

2. We next introduced inhomogeneous chromophore c
centration changes leading to a change in attenuat
From this attenuation change we determined concen
tion changes with MLBL, thus allowing to compar
them with the introduced concentration changes.

3. The resulting cross talk for changes in oxygenated
moglobin, deoxygenated hemoglobin and the red
state of cytochrome-c-oxidase was tested for differ
assumed tissue properties, wavelength combinati
and location of the induced chromophore changes.
investigate the different sensitivity of intensity an
mean time of flight measurements, we also determin
concentration changes using changes in mean time
flight instead of attenuation.

4. While most of the results are discussed for homo
neous tissue models with chromophore changes
stricted to a single layer, an inhomogeneous-laye
head model2 and focal changes were explored as we
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Uludag et al.
The issue of erroneous chromophore calculations has bee
addressed before by Matcher et al.3 who focused on homoge-
neous absorption changes throughout the tissue and optimiz
tion of algorithm by choice of wavelengths and~total! mean
photon pathlength. Similarly, this topic is covered by Mayhew
et al.4 and Kohl et al.5 for reflected light of the open cortex in
the visible wavelength range. The recent paper by Boas et al6

indicates the importance of the relative position of the foca
activation with respect to source and detector.

2 Theory
Light attenuation A is defined as:

A52 ln~ I /I 0!. ~1!

Here I 0 is the incident intensity~proportional to the num-
ber of injected photons per unit time!, and I the measured
intensity ~proportional to the number of detected photons per
unit time!.

For a turbid medium and light in the near-infrared wave-
length range it has been proposed7 that a small homogeneous
change in the absorption coefficientDma @mm21# leads to a
change in the attenuation

DA~l!5L~l!•Dma~l!. ~2!

HereL is the effective pathlength of the photons at wave-
lengthl. Due to multiple light scatteringL is larger than the
source-detector distancer. Dma is related to a concentration
changeDc @mM# of chromophores by

Dma~l!5 ln~10!• (
i

e i~l!•Dci . ~3!

The term e is the decadic extinction coefficient
@OD mM21 mm21# and i labels the different chromophores.
Equations~2! and~3! are the basis of a spectroscopic analysis
of hemoglobin and cytochrome-c-oxidase changes from
multi-wavelengths attenuation data.

Similar to the above analysis for attenuation data, change
in mean time of flight of the photonŝt& can be exploited to
calculated chromophore concentration changes in homoge
neous media for small absorption changes

D^t&~l!5Dma~l!•@^t&2~l!2^t2&~l!#•nn . ~4!

The termnn is the velocity of light in tissue. The factor
(^t&22^t2&)•nn is the specialization of the mean time sensi-
tivity factor ~MTSF!8 for homogeneous changes inma .
MTSF is equivalent to the differential mean time factor cal-
culated by Firbank, Okada, and Delpy9 with finite element
methods for an adult human head.

Equations~2! and ~4! are valid for homogeneous changes
only. In case of an inhomogeneous change inma , an equation
similar to Eq. ~2! @or Eq. ~4!# can be applied. It has been
shown by Hiraoka et al.10 that the total attenuation change is
the sum of the attenuation changes induced by absorptio
changes in all partial volumesDma, j

DA~l!5(
j

l j~l!•Dma, j~l!. ~5!
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The effective partial pathlengthl j in the partial volume
labeled withj replaces the effective total pathlengthL @see Eq.
~2!#. An analogous equation can be formulated for change
mean time of flight in partial volumes.8

The assumption of a homogeneous change is often m
because the partial pathlengths can only be estimated, w
the total pathlength can be measured with frequency-dom
or time-resolved instruments.11–13The question is: how accu
rate is an analysis based on Eq.~2! @or Eq. ~4!# if the change
in the absorption coefficient of the tissue is inhomogeneo

Absorption changes induced in partial volumes affect
calculated absorption changes in two ways: First, the ma
tude of absorption changes~i.e., chromophore changes! is
underestimated.2 Second, cross talk between the chr
mophores results in a false calculation of chromoph
changes.

The reason for the cross talk is that the penetration de
and therefore the partial pathlengthl j depends on absorption
and scattering properties of the tissue. Inhomogeneousma

changes modify the measured quantities~DA or D^t&! due to
the wavelength dependence of the partial pathlengths. Co
quently, the determined changes in the chromophores u
Eq. ~2! @or Eq. ~4!# with measured or assumedL(l) @or
MTSF~l!# can differ from the induced changes.

To illustrate this issue, a medium is considered in which
concentration change is induced in only one chromoph
(Dca, ind) in a single partial volume. Usingl j* 5 l j /L as the
relative partial pathlength and two wavelengths(l1 ,l2) only,
using Matrix inversion the calculated concentration chan
in chromophoresa andb (Dca ,Dcb) can be derived as

Dca

Dca, ind

5
ea~l1!•eb~l2!• l j~l1!* 2ea~l2!•eb~l1!• l j~l2!*

ea~l1!•eb~l2!2ea~l2!•eb~l1!
,

~6!

Dcb

Dca, ind
5

ea~l1!•ea~l2!•~ l j~l2!* 2 l j~l1!* !

ea~l1!•eb~l2!2ea~l2!•eb~l1!
. ~7!

Dcb is proportional to the difference of the relative parti
pathlengths( l j (l2)* 2 l j (l1)* ). For small differences in
l j (l)* the calculatedDca is l j (l)* •Dca, ind .

We define the cross talkCa→b from chromophorea to
chromophoreb as the ratio of the determined concentrati
change of the chromophoreb, for which no change was in
duced, and the determined concentration change of the c
mophorea, for which the change was induced. Using tw
wavelengths and the same assumptions as above leads t

Ca→b

5
ea~l1!•ea~l2!•~ l j~l2!* 2 l j~l1!* !

ea~l1!•eb~l2!• l j~l1!* 2ea~l2!•eb~l1!• l j~l2!*
.

~8!
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Crosstalk in the Lambert-Beer Calculation . . .
Because only small changes are assumed, the cross talk
independent of the magnitude of the induced changeDca, ind
that acts as a scaling factor. Note that the cross talkCa→b is
different fromCb→a in magnitude and sign.

3 Methods
3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
To determine the cross talk using absorption changes in
layered model of the adult human head, MC simulations were
performed.

The simulations were calculated using a model with homo
geneous layers labeled byj. The medium was composed of
ten layers with the upper nine layers having a thickness of 2
mm and the deepest layer being semi-infinite. Either all layer
had the same reduced scattering coefficientms, j8 ~1 or 2
mm21! or they had a wavelength dependentms, j8 as calculated
for the adult head by Matcher, Cope, and Delpy14 with values
given by ms8(l)5a•l1b (a526.531024 mm21 nm21,
b51.45 mm21). In the homogeneous head model all layers
had the same~wavelength dependent! absorption coefficient
ma, j . For ma, j 19 different values from 0.010–0.070 mm21

were used to cover the range expected over the NIR spectr
band used in tissues.

To investigate focal changes we used the homogeneou
head model and introduced absorption changes in spheres
radius 2 mm~sphere model!, which were positioned at various
depth and distances with respect to source and detector.
addition to the homogeneous head model, the more comple
head model of Okada et al.2 was investigated.

Scattering anisotropies were disregarded. We assumed th
same refractive indexn51.4 for all layers. Fresnel reflection
at the tissue–air boundary was disregarded, i.e., the bounda
was totally absorbing.

The MC simulation based on the variance reduction tech
nique is described elsewhere in detail.8,10 In brief, the path-
length in each layer and the survival weight were calculated
for each photon. The photons were detected in concentri
rings differing by 3 mm in diameter. The middle radiusr of
these rings was varied from 6 to 60 mm. For focal change
photons were detected in a ring segment with a fractiona
outer circumference of 2 mm length. The time-independen
partial pathlengthl j for every layer was obtained by integrat-
ing the product of the time-dependent photon pathlengths an
the normalized distribution of time of flight~for the details of
the averaging method see Ref. 8!.

For all layers the standard deviation ofl j was determined
for different ma values by performing 30 runs of the MC
simulation and was found to be smaller than 1.5% for a
source-detector distance of 30 mm. The standard deviation o
MTSFj was determined to be smaller than 7% for the layers
in the depth from 4 tò mm.

For the homogeneous head model4.23107 photons were
injected. For the more complex head model based on Okad
et al.,2 23108 and for the sphere model2.53109 photons
were used.

3.2 ma−l relationship
The composition of the model tissue has to be assumed b
cause for a spectroscopic analysisl j (l) rather thanl j (ma) is
needed.
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A water fraction of 90%~vol.! was assumed, which is th
average water concentration in the neonatal brain.7 Because of
the small ma of water in the so-called ‘‘optical window’’
~700–900 nm! a variation of the water concentration has litt
effect on the resultingma of the tissue. For simplicity othe
chromophores than hemoglobin like fat and lipids we
neglected.7

The total hemoglobin concentration of the brain is appro
mately 100mM.7,14 This value was adopted in the model. F
the oxygen saturationY5Oxy-Hb/~Oxy-Hb1Deoxy-Hb!
values betweenY550% and 90% were regarded. Her
Oxy-Hb and Deoxy-Hb symbolize the concentration of t
oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. The resulting
sorption coefficientma is consequently

ma50.9•ma,water1100mM• ln~10!•~Y•eOxy-Hb1~12Y!

•eDeoxy-Hb!. ~9!

The ma,water was calculated from water extinction coeffi
cients given by Ref. 15. TheeOxy-Hb andeDeoxy-Hb were taken
from Ref. 16. In Figure 1~a! the resulting wavelength depen
dent absorption coefficients are shown for the different sa
ration values.

The relative maximum of the extinction of deoxygenat
hemoglobin around 760 nm can be seen in the resultingma

spectra. The values ofma at 800 nm~ma;0.021 mm21! are in
agreement with the literature, where values ranging fr
0.016 to 0.021 mm21 are reported for the adult head.9,14 Bev-

Fig. 1 (a) Absorption coefficient ma and (b) calculated DPF for differ-
ent oxygen saturations Y as a function of wavelength l. For the tissue
model a total hemoglobin concentration of 100 mM and ms8
51 mm−1 was assumed. To allow a comparison of the DPF5L/r with
experimental values taken from Essenpreis et al.12 (open squares) a
source-detector distance of r540 mm was used.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 53
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Fig. 2 (a) Relative partial pathlength lj* and (b) relative partial mean
time sensitivity factor MTSFj* as a function of absorption coefficient
ma for different layers of 2 mm thickness. For the calculations ms8
51 mm−1 and r530 mm are assumed.
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ilacqua et al.17 measured absorption coefficients of various
cortical tissues including skull and foundma values in the
range 0.018–0.022 mm21.

A direct way to check the assumed tissue parameters is th
comparison of experimental time-of-flight measurements with
total pathlengths calculated from the model. The pathlength
divided by the source-detector distance~called differential
pathlength factorDPF5L/r ! is frequently used in the litera-
ture.

Experimental DPF values taken from Ref. 12 forr
540 mmand the calculated DPF from the model tissue using
the samer and ms851 mm21 are shown in Figure 1~b!. The
measured and the calculated wavelength dependence of t
DPF are similar, especially for saturation values under physi
ological conditions(Y570% – 90%). The magnitude of the
measured DPF is about 20% greater than the calculated on
however, this deviation is smaller than the intraindividual
variations.12

4 Results
4.1 Relative Partial Pathlength (lj* ) and Relative
Partial Mean Time Sensitivity Factor (MTSFj* )

Figure 2 shows the relative partial pathlengthl j* and the rela-
tive partial mean time sensitivity factorMTSFj* as a function
of the absorption coefficientma . The quantityMTSFj* is the
ratio of the partial to total mean time sensitivity factor. Here a
commonly used source detector distance ofr 530 mm was
54 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
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chosen;ms851 mm21 was used. The different layers are ind
cated by different symbols. The absorption coefficient w
varied betweenma50.010 and 0.0360 mm21 which is ap-
proximately the range given in Figure 1~a!. Based on these
values and a fifth order polynomial,l j* and MTSFj* were
approximated as a function ofma .

The objective of this publication is focused on cortic
absorption changes in the adult head, thusl j* andMTSFj* in
the layers at depths of 8–12 mm are of special relevance
this region of interestl j* varies up to a factor of 2 andMTSFj*
by less than 25% within the range of regardedma . MTSFj* is
very small for the layer from 0 to 2 mm and the noise level
consequently high. Therefore no concentration changes o
chromophores are determined fromD^t& for this layer.

4.2 Homogeneous Layered Model
Figure 3 shows the determined concentration changes fo
duced changes of 1mM in Oxy-Hb @Figure 3~a!# and
Deoxy-Hb@Figure 3~b!#. The corresponding cross talk is plo
ted in Figures 4 and 5. To compare the depth sensitivity
intensity and mean time spectroscopy, chromophore chan
were derived from bothDA andD^t&. The induced changes
were restricted to single layers, which are indicated by th
corresponding mean depth. Based on the standard deviatio
l j ~or MTSFj ! an uncertainty in the calculated concentrati
changes smaller than 3%~or 14%! is estimated.

Fig. 3 Determined DOxy-Hb and DDeoxy-Hb from changes in attenu-
ation DA and mean time-of-flight D^t& for induced (a) DOxy-Hb
51 mM and (b) DDeoxy-Hb51 mM. The entire wavelength range
from 700 to 900 nm (multi l) or only two wavelengths at 760 and 830
nm (2 l) are used. The assumed saturation is Y570%. Note that in (a)
DDeoxy-Hb and in (b) DOxy-Hb are scaled by a factor of 5. The gray
box indicates the most likely depth for cortical activity.



Crosstalk in the Lambert-Beer Calculation . . .
Fig. 4 Cross talk determined from changes in attenuation DA in % as
a function of depth of the activated layer with induced (a) DOxy-Hb or
(b) DDeoxy-Hb51 mM for different oxygen saturations Y using wave-
lengths at 760 and 830 nm; ms851 mm−1 was assumed. For the case
Y570% additionally a wavelength dependent ms8(l) was chosen. The
gray box indicates the most likely depth for cortical activity.
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For the analysis we used either the entire wavelength rang
~700–900 nm! or two wavelengths commonly used for hemo-
globin spectroscopy~760 and 830 nm!. While in the latter
case Eqs.~6! and~8! give an analytical solution, for the multi-
wavelengths case a least squares fitting routine was employe
to calculate concentration changes from spectra ofDA(l) or
D^t&(l). The scattering coefficient was set toms851 mm21

and a saturation ofY570% was assumed.
For the case of the entire wavelength range, induced

changes in the region of interest~8–12 mm! in Oxy-Hb of 1
mM @Figure 3~a!# leads to determinedDDeoxy-Hb up to
;0.006 mM and to determinedDOxy-Hb up to;0.12 mM.
The cross talk for these layers is below;11%. Using only the
two mentioned wavelengths for the analysis, this cross talk i
about 2%. For induced changes in Deoxy-Hb of 1mM and
focusing on the same layers~8–12 mm!, using the entire
wavelength range the magnitude of the cross talk is below
;17%. Again, based on the two wavelength analysis, the
magnitude of the cross talk~;3%! is much smaller.

When determined fromD^t& rather thanDA, the maxi-
mum of DOxy-Hb as well as the minimum of the magnitude
of the cross talk are in deeper layers. In the layers from 2 to 8
mm the magnitude of the cross talk calculated withD^t& is
bigger than calculated withDA, for deeper layers it is smaller
~see Figures 4 and 5!.

Using DA, the cross talk determined for two wavelengths
760 and 830 for induced changes in Oxy-Hb@Figure 4~a!# and
d

Deoxy-Hb @Figure 4~b!# are different in magnitude and sign
For 70% saturation the cross talk is almost zero for all lay
because the difference in the absorption coefficient is sm
@compare with Figure 1~a!#. For saturations of 80% and 90%
the cross talk is significant in deep layers for an induc
change in Oxy-Hb@Figure 4~a!#. Given a change in Deoxy
Hb, the cross talk is high for saturation values of 50%, 80
and 90%@Figure 4~b!#. At a depth of approximately 7 mm, th
cross talk is close to zero almost independent of the satura
value.

The cross talk determined withD^t& based on 760 and 830
nm is shown in Figure 5 for induced changes in Oxy-Hb a
Deoxy-Hb. For each saturation value the magnitude of
cross talk in the region of interest~8–12 mm! is smaller than
determined withDA. As the cross talk depends on the diffe
ences in absorption coefficient@Figure 1~a!#, partial path-
length and partial mean time sensitivity factor~Figure 2!, the
cross talk is crucially dependent on the wavelength combi
tion and the saturation value.

When including a reduced scattering coefficientms8(l)
which linearly decreases with wavelength~see Method sec-
tion! and assuming a saturation ofY570%, for induced
Oxy-Hb @Figures 4~a! and 5~a!# and Deoxy-Hb changes@Fig-
ures 4~b! and 5~b!# the magnitude of the cross talk for a
layers is smaller than 4%. For the region of interest~8–12
mm! the magnitude of the cross talk determined fromDA ~or

Fig. 5 Cross talk determined from changes in mean time-of-flight D^t&
in % as a function of depth of the activated layer with induced (a)
DOxy-Hb or (b) DDeoxy-Hb51 mM for different oxygen saturations Y
using wavelengths at 760 and 830 nm; ms851 mm−1 was assumed. For
the case Y570% additionally a wavelength dependent ms8(l) was
chosen. The gray box indicates the most likely depth for cortical ac-
tivity.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 55
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Fig. 6 Ratio of determined D Cyt-Ox to DDeoxy-Hb from changes in
(a) attenuation DA and (b) mean time-of-flight D^t& as a function of
depth of the activated layer for different values of induced DOxy-Hb
and a fixed DDeoxy-Hb of −1 mM. Y570%, ms851 mm−1 and a
source-detector distance of r530 mm is assumed. A wavelength range
700–900 nm is considered. The gray box indicates the most likely
depth for cortical activity.
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D^t&! with wavelength dependentms8 is smaller than deter-
mined with a constantms8 .

Changing the magnitude of the scattering coefficient from
ms851 – 2 mm21 has only an insignificant effect on the cross
talk ~data not shown!. For a greater source-detector separation
r, the sensitivity of attenuation and mean time-of-flight mea-
surements is in deeper layers. However, the magnitude of th
cross talk remains in the same order~data not shown!.

So far, only changes in Oxy-Hb and Deoxy-Hb were con-
sidered. The question arises if determined concentratio
changes in cytochrome-c-oxidase~DCyt-Ox! can be due to the
cross talk artifact. During visual stimulation experiments us-
ing an analysis based on MLBL, an increase in Oxy-Hb, de
crease in Deoxy-Hb and a simultaneous increase in Cyt-O
was obtained.18,19 To cover the observed concentration
changes in our model, we induced different values of
DOxy-Hb ~0–4 mM! while the decrease inDDeoxy-Hb was
fixed at 21 mM. Again, the assumed saturation is 70% and
ms851 mm21. From the attenuation changes~700–900 nm!
induced by the hemoglobin changes,DOxy-Hb, DDeoxy-Hb
as well asDCyt-Ox were calculated with Eqs.~2! and ~3!. In
Figure 6 the determined ratio ofDCyt-Ox/DDeoxy-Hb from
changes in~a! attenuationDA and ~b! mean time of flight
D^t& is shown as a function of the depth of the activated layer

For inducedDOxy-Hb51 mM the determinedDCyt-Ox/
DDeoxy-Hb is small for all layers—except for the semi-
56 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
infinite layer determined fromD^t&. At the depth of;6 mm
~;9 mm! DCyt-Ox/DDeoxy-Hb determined fromDA (D^t&)
is zero for all values of inducedDOxy-Hb. For a pure
Deoxy-Hb change in the tissue(DOxy-Hb50 mM), a spuri-
ous Cyt-Ox change determined fromDA as well as fromD^t&
up to 20% of the Deoxy-Hb change is estimated for corti
layers~8–12 mm!. For largerDOxy-Hb, the derived magni-
tude of the ratioDCyt-Ox/DDeoxy-Hb is even bigger.

Using the same model and an analysis with different co
binations of three or four wavelengths, the magnitude of
determined ratioDCyt-Ox/DDeoxy-Hb is bigger than 30% for
at least one of the induced Oxy-Hb values~data not shown!.

4.3 Focal Changes
In the models considered so far, the hemoglobin changes
restricted to whole layers of the head. This is certainly
coarse assumption for functional activations for which foc
changes are more realistic. For this reason we also inve
gated induced changes in spheres. For the data of Figure
center of the spheres of 2 mm radius are located at a dep
10 mm. The different spheres are displaced 0–10 mm perp
dicular to the source-detector connection line. For zero d
placement the sphere is positioned under the midpoint of
connection line~source detector distance 27 mm!. The same
wavelengths as above~760 and 830 nm! and a saturation
value of Y570% are used. In Figure 7DOxy-Hb and
DDeoxy-Hb determined from changes in attenuationDA and
mean time-of-flight D^t& are presented induced b
DOxy-Hb51 mM in the spheres. The results for induce
changes in Deoxy-Hb are qualitatively similar and therefo
not shown. With increased displacement the observed con
tration change gets smaller.DOxy-Hb determined fromD^t&
is ;1.5 times greater than determined fromDA for zero dis-
placement and;3 times greater for 10 mm displacement. T
corresponding cross talk determined fromDA (D^t&) is
smaller than 2.5%~6%! for all displacements chosen.

Fig. 7 Determined changes of Oxy-Hb and Deoxy-Hb from changes
in attenuation DA and mean time-of-flight D^t& induced by
DOxy-Hb51 mM in a sphere as a function of the displacement per-
pendicular from the line between source and detector. The center of
the sphere of radius 2 mm is located at a depth of 10 mm. For zero
displacement the sphere is positioned under the midpoint of the line
connecting source and detector (distance 27 mm). Y570%, ms8
51 mm−1 is assumed. The wavelengths used are 760 and 830 nm.
Note that DDeoxy-Hb is scaled by a factor of 5.
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Crosstalk in the Lambert-Beer Calculation . . .
4.4 Layered Brain Model
Above, the brain is modeled in a crude fashion using the sam
optical properties in all layers. Okada et al.2 have developed a
more realistic model including different absorption and scat-
tering properties for the different tissues of the head. We
adopted this model with the optical properties given in Table
1. For ma of the cerebrospinal fluid~CSF! we used the ab-
sorption coefficient of water at 830 nm instead of 0.001
mm21.2

For this head model, the cross talk was calculated at two
wavelengths~760 and 830 nm!. The wavelength dependence
of ma was included by assuming that the absorption coeffi-
cients of Table 1 are valid atl5830 nmand due to water and
the two hemoglobin fractions. Based on the same water con
tent ~90%! and the same saturationY570%, absolute hemo-
globin concentrations were derived for each layer and subse
quently absorption coefficients at 760 nm:ma

50.0381 mm21 for skin/skull, 0.0236 mm21 for gray matter
and 0.0046 mm21 for white matter. Again for CSF the absorp-
tion coefficient of water~0.0029 mm21! was used. A wave-
length independentms8 was assumed.

In Figure 8 determinedDOxy-Hb andDDeoxy-Hb values
from DA and D^t& are shown for induced changes
DOxy-Hb51 mM. ~For inducedDDeoxy-Hb51 mM similar

Table 1 Thickness, absorption coefficient ma and scattering coeffi-
cient ms8 taken from Ref. 2 for different parts of a layered head model
(for CSF ma of water is used).

Thickness (mm) ma (mm−1) ms8 (mm−1)

Skin/skull 10 0.04 2.0

CSF 2 0.0034 0.01

Gray matter 4 0.025 2.5

White matter Semi-infinite 0.005 6.0
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results were obtained.! Although a change of 1mM in the CSF
layer is not a physiological plausible value, here it was cho
for consistency. As before for the layered homogene
model, the magnitude of the calculated changes reflects
pathlength contribution of the different layers. The Oxy-H
signal determined fromDA peaks for the CSF. This is ex
plained by the ‘‘light pipe’’ properties of the CSF.2 For the
skin/skull and CSF layers the determinedDOxy-Hb fromDA
is greater than determined fromD^t&, for the other layers it is
smaller.

The magnitude of the cross talk determined fromDA is
smaller than 3% for skin and skull and the upper part of
gray matter~depth 12–14 mm!. For deeper layers it goes u
to 14%. However, as the magnitude of the determined ch
mophore changes is very small for these layers, this cross
is probably of no significance in real measurement conditio
The magnitude of the cross talk determined fromD^t& is
smaller than 4% for all layers.

To test for possible Cyt-Ox artifacts, four wavelengt
~750, 830, 850 and 925 nm! were included in the analysis
These are the same used by Heekeren et al.18 and close to
those of a commercial NIRS monitor~NIRO-500, Hamamatsu
Photonics K.K., Japan!. For 750, 850, and 925 nm the absor
tion coefficient was derived from Table 1 in the same fash
as for 760 nm. Inducing different ratios ofDOxy-Hb and
DDeoxy-Hb ~as in Figure 6! in the upper gray matter laye
returns a ratio DCyt-Ox/DDeoxy-Hb determined from
DA (D^t&) which is smaller by a factor of 2~4! compared to
using the homogeneous layered model same depth 12–14
and same wavelengths~data not shown!.

5 Discussion
The cross talk in the calculation of chromophores depends
the tissue’s optical properties and their wavelength dep
dence. We therefore tried to adapt the model proper
(ma ,ms8) to mimic experimentally accessible data. Saturat
values between 50% and 90% were assumed@see Figure
1~a!#. For different saturation values, the mean optical pa
length of our model tissue is in overall agreement with e
perimental measurements in volunteers@see Figure 1~b!#. In
addition, the wavelength dependence of the attenuation s
trum roughly matches that measured in volunteers~data not
shown!.3

Here we focus on standard measurement configurat
with a single light source and a single detector. In the simp
case two common wavelengths~i.e., 760 and 830 nm! for
hemoglobin spectroscopy were considered. Besides that,
ferent spectral ranges between 700 and 900 nm were ta
into account allowing Cyt-Ox changes to be included.

The model for the cross talk estimation proposed here
straightforward. First, changes in attenuation or mean time
flight were calculated for chromophore changes restricted
partial volume of the model tissue. For that, the partial pa
length ( l j ) and the partial mean time sensitivity facto
(MTSFj ) were derived from MC simulations for layere
models~see Figure 2! and for a sphere in a semi-infinite me
dium. The concept of relative partial pathlengths( l j* ) pro-
posed here directly corresponds to the approximation te
given in Ref. 6. Second, the chromophore changes were
calculated with the modified Lambert-Beer law based
Fig. 8 Determined changes in Oxy-Hb and Deoxy-Hb from changes
in attenuation DA and mean time-of-flight D^t& in an inhomogeneous
layered brain model and induced DOxy-Hb51 mM. Wavelengths at
760 and 830 nm and for source-detector distance r527 mm were
used. The optical properties of the layers are given in Table 1 for 830
nm. Note that DDeoxy-Hb is scaled by a factor of 5.
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knowledge of the experimentally accessible data~total path-
length!. As a consequence, erroneous calculations of chro
mophore concentration changes appear due to a partial vo
ume effect and its wavelength dependence.

Bearing in mind the assumptions of the model, there are
conclusions to be drawn for NIRS spectroscopy of tissue
First of all, it needs to be stressed that for global changes a
encountered, e.g., in muscle studies or in physiologica
challenges20,21 like hypoxia or hypercapnia the cross talk is
small. This can be seen in Figures 3 and 8 by adding th
concentration changes of the upper layers up to the estimate
depth.

The main points of interest here are functional activation
studies in adults where the chromophore changes are most
restricted to the gray matter, i.e., the likely depth is around 10
mm. This value varies for volunteers and site, with, e.g., a
thicker skull over the visual cortex compared with the motor
cortex. In Figures 3–6 this depth~8–12 mm! is indicated. In
the model proposed by Okada et al.2 and adapted here~Figure
8!, the gray matter is somewhat deeper.

For this depth the cross talk between the hemoglobin com
ponents is estimated to be a few percent only up to 10%
depending on the assumptions made~Figures 3–5!. It is dem-
onstrated that the relative higher depth sensitivity of mean
time-of-flight data results in lower cross talk for these tissue
layers.

The model predicts that changes in deep cortical area
might have cross talk unacceptably high for functional stud-
ies. For example, for a depth of 17 mm and saturation value
of 80%, the cross talk is.20% ~Figure 4!. However, the
partial pathlength is very small@,3% for the layer of 16–18
mm, see Figure 2~a!# and therefore the absolute magnitude of
the concentration change is most likely to be insignificant in
real measurement conditions~Figure 3!. That is, the high
cross talk might have hardly any significance in practical
terms for quantification of hemoglobin.

To allow a better comparison with Boas et al.,6 who re-
cently pointed out the shortcomings of the modified Lambert-
Beer law, we extended our model from activated layers to
activated spheres of radius 2 mm at a depth of 10 mm~Figure
7!. For induced focal changes in hemoglobin at different lo-
cations with respect to source and detector, the cross talk
only a few percent.

In summary, when only oxygenated and deoxygenated he
moglobin are regarded, the estimated cross talk is small fo
the relevant cases. However, this result has to be experime
tally validated for different measurement conditions.

Recently we presented the analysis of visual stimulation
experiments in adults claiming a transient increase in the re
dox state of cytochrome-c-oxidase concurrent with the hemo
globin response.18 Being aware that the separation of the he-
moglobin and the redox state of cytochrome-c-oxidase signa
might be a problem, we ensured the stability of the signals
when applying various wavelength ranges from establishe
four wavelengths to continuous spectra.4 The estimations pre-
sented here question these findings: when assuming chang
in oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated hemoglobi
commonly detected in activation studies, the magnitude of th
erroneously determined changes in the redox state o
cytochrome-c-oxidase~Figure 6! might be in the order of
those detected experimentally.18
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Experimental solutions to avoid or minimize cross talk a
not apparent. As mentioned by Boas et al.,6 imaging with a
multisource-multidetector device might reduce some of
problem, however, this has not been proven experimenta
Inclusion of time-of-flight information might additionally vin-
dicate concentrations calculated by attenuation data, as
parameters probe different depths with lowest cross talk~Fig-
ures 3–8!.
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